
Notre Dame, IN— Popular Catholic blogger and author Sarah A. Reinhard pres-
ents A Catholic Mother’s Companion to Pregnancy: Walking with Mary from Concep-
tion to Baptism, the first Catholic guide to the trials and delights of pregnancy with 
prayers and reflections rooted in the mysteries of the Rosary. With characteristic 
wit, a realistic yet joyful perspective on pregnancy, and genuine care for her fellow 
Catholic mothers, Reinhard is both a spiritual guide and a dear friend. She walks 
expectant mothers through each week of their pregnancies, drawing from a wealth 
of personal experience and above all, her faith. “Use this book as you would your 
favorite devotional,” Reinhard writes. “Write in the margins. Jot notes and dog-ear 
the pages. Make it your own.” 

Each week, Reinhard’s “Walking with Mary” section provides a reflection on one 
mystery of the Rosary and how it relates to the reader’s personal journey toward 
motherhood. “One Small Step” puts those reflections into action, as Reinhard en-
courages Catholic moms to perform a faith-related task such as “use a sacrament in 
a new way” or “encourage someone who you think doesn’t like you.” Finally, “Faith 
Focus” will highlight an aspect of the Catholic faith, along with a short prayer that 
integrates all the themes of the week.  

And Reinhard keeps the big picture in focus: “Not only are you growing a human 
being and bringing him or her into the world, but you are also becoming a new 
person. Whether this is your first pregnancy or your fifth, this is the first time you’ve 
been down this path this way as the person you are right now.” Most importantly, 
Reinhard invites expectant Catholic mothers into an intimate relationship with 
Mary, the ultimate mother. 
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Reinhard’s Pregnancy Companion a Spiritual Ally for Expectant Mothers

“What a companion you will find in Sarah! By the time you have enjoyed and 
prayed your way through this book, your life will have been changed and blessed 
in ways you can only begin to imagine.” 

Lisa Hendey
Founder  of CatholicMom.com
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Sarah A. Reinhard is a popular Catholic writer, blogger, and con-
tributor to such sites as CatholicMom.com, Integrated Catholic Life, 

New Evangelizers, and Amazing Catechists. She produces a weekly 
segment on Mary for the iPadre, Catholic Foodie, and Uncommon 
Sense podcasts.

In addition to serving as editor of her parish’s publications, min-
istry scheduler, and odds-and-ends parish support, Reinhard is 

the author of five books for Catholic families and writes a monthly 
column in the Diocese of Columbus’s The Catholic Times. She also 
contributes a weekly column on the Catholic Writers Guild blog. 
Reinhard holds a master’s degree in marketing and communications 
and has worked for many years in corporate and nonprofit organiza-
tions. She lives in central Ohio with her husband and three children. 
Visit Reinhard online at SnoringScholar.com.
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About the Author

1How did you transition from not envisioning a life with 
children to becoming a mother of three and now, an 

author on the subject of motherhood?

2 Did the Rosary play an important role in one of your 
pregnancies more than the others? How can Mary help 

ease our fears?

3 Some might be surprised that you call pregnancy a 
“love-hate sort of surprise.” How would you encourage 

others who feel this way?

4Were you nervous to share such personal details about 
your own experiences with pregnancy in this book?

Suggested Interview Questions: From A  Catholic Mother’s Companion to Pregnancy: 

There’s room to keep distance 
from Mary, because I am earthy 

and she is flawless. She seems 
so perfect on her pedestal: why 
would she want to help me with 
my mundane problems? There’s a 
temptation to see my puke-cov-
ered, unshowered, and disheveled 
self as completely different from 
her. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. 

Praise for A Catholic Mother’s Companion to Pregnancy:
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“Uncertainty, morning sickness, and anxiety suddenly turn to hope and direction 
in A Catholic Mother’s Companion to Pregnancy, a book that will comfort, guide, 
and inspire you during your pregnancy.”

Donna-Marie Cooper O’Boyle
EWTN Host of Everyday Blessings for Catholic Moms

“Sarah Reinhard combines insight and humor to create yet another must-have 
book for Catholic moms. Whether this is your first pregnancy or your tenth, you’ll 
find A Catholic Mother’s Guide to Pregnancy to be an invaluable resource.”

Jennifer Fulwiler
Blogger at ConversionDiary.com

“Sarah Reinhard takes the reader by the hand and walks her through the amazing 
process that is pregnancy. Never hesitating to explore both the challenges and the 
joys of this season of life, Sarah has created the guide to pregnancy that Catholic 
women have been waiting for.”

Hallie Lord
Author of Style, Sex, and Substance

“Speaks to the hopes, fears, and love that come with nurturing a new life. This 
treasure of a book truly is a companion for expectant moms and its words of wis-
dom and encouragement will help readers mature in faith just as their baby ma-
tures in the womb.”

Kate Wicker
Author of Weightless: Making Peace with Your Body

Praise for A Catholic Mother’s Companion to Pregnancy:
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“To bring a new life into the world is the ultimate journey, so why not make it a spiritual journey? In A Catholic Mother’s 
Companion to Pregnancy, Sarah Reinhard invites us to experience pregnancy and birth through the prism of our Catholic 
faith. Week by week, we marvel at what God has created within us, cling to him every step of the way for strength and 
consolation, and yearn for the moment when we will bring our long-awaited bundle of joy to the baptismal font to join 
the family of God. This book is a great journey companion for every Catholic mom-to-be. I sure wish I had it when I was 
pregnant with my four boys!”

Elizabeth Ficocelli
Author of Seven from Heaven


